
The industrial estate is a both a proposal and solution: 
house industry together in order for it to be 
managed, isolate it from residential modes, 
integrate it in order to benefit the local economy, 
locate it in proximity to transport, hope that 
those that live nearby will be those that are 
employed. 

 The industrial estate—a mass work place of 
individual companies, in operation from 7–5, Monday to 
Friday, deserted on weekends. In all intents and 
purposes, or perhaps unconsciously, it is a segregated 
space that is potentially moveable. Located on the 
fringes of suburbia, where as its edges grow, the estate 
follows—a periphery. Residential factory warehouse 
conversion.

The West Heidelberg Industrial Estate is in close 
proximity to the public housing born of the 1956 
Olympics held in Melbourne. Once the outskirts of 
Melbourne and now sandwiched between a hybrid-
working-middle class suburbia and a nearly-inner-city 
nouveau riche united by our conspicuous consumption 
most of which is probably produced off-shore or 
ordered online. As only a fragment of a larger dispersion 
of difference, we might wonder what is it that orients us 
in space and what can be revealed by the intersection 
and interaction between art and factory, temporary 
viewings and the conviviality of a gathering. 

In a furniture factory, with the products hidden, 
the tools are on display. 

Woodcraft Mobilar is an architectural joinery and 
fine furniture factory; its name declares itself. 

Performing transformed time 
Ash Kilmartin’s Being not working (sine sole sileo) 
similarly declares itself via its surroundings. A wax cast 
of the a drain located in the carpark of the factory 
supports a bronze cast of a handle, perhaps from 
drawers or cabinetry. Positioned ground level under a 
skylights in the factory roof, this make shift flawed 
sundial, records that which might not otherwise be 
seen. The science of delineating time undermined by 
the materials attempting to mark it—the wax at risk of 
melting, the marker erasing itself whilst in the activity 
of performing its role. 

This potential for transformation undermined is 
similarly found in Lane Cormick’s Real Bose. An empty 
plaster mould, its void and eagle—split—resting on a 
make-shift trestle waiting to be filled by the 20 or so 
plastic bottles filled with iced coffee. Wrong. The 
ice-coffee was a frozen eagle. Melted. The object’d art 
literally consumed, what is left, un-drunk congealed milk 
and coffee syrup separated. A frozen performance on a 
timed-break—a voided logo, a tradie’s breakfast.

Managers meetings
The logic of the exhibition space is undermined by the 
factory—its machinery as spectacular. A clockwise 
viewing interrupted by questions. 

The blond brick architecture of the factory is not 
interrupted to make Jordan Morani’s Hope in Hell. 
Cobblestones were the weapons of the revolutionary 
worker, here the violent potential of the brick becomes 
a sculptural sign for the managers desk. Both master 
and slave, the potential for revolution is dependent on 
scale—hope, stenciled lowercase in white onto a 

domestic brick, can potentially be held and as such, 
potentially thrown. Here, hope rests on the larger 
besser block branded HELL —uppercase and colourful 
harder to read letters asking are we really here? and Is 
it really that bad?

Sean People’s 3D printed gothic inspired wine 
holder supports a bottle filled with urine post Campbell 
soup consumption. Chained to it are two glasses ready 
for the toast. A sommelier is a wine pro, who works in 
fine dining—the etymology of the word refers to pack 
animals who were used to transport supplies in 17th 
Century France. Patti Smith sings Piss Factory while 
Warhol makes Piss Paintings, People’s Oxidation 
Sommelier posits simulacrum historical elegance 
alongside bodily waste—absurd historical repetition via 
mechanical.

Domestic off cuts
In Snog Marry Avoid Jodie Marsh wannabe’s inhabit 
reality TV makeovers. Perhaps the only revolution is in 
maintaining pseudo celebrity aesthetics of the 
lights-camera-action-excess make-up whilst walking 
to the shops in your dressing gown. Victorian Legal Aid 
workers have threatened to wear pyjamas and 
beachwear into court—protesting by embarrassing the 
institution. Sleep walking while working and the 
aesthetics of the unemployed-class. 
 Kym Maxwell’s State of Being: Half Mannequin 
with rollers in hair is legless and sitting on quilted 
denim - from working class to high class and back. She 
stares at Staffroom table, a concrete cast. Industrial in 
scale, beneath the tabletop it frames images, graffiti 
and found objects. A functional meeting place with 
histories present, nearby and memorialized. A found 
oversized-topary-type-Tumbleweed sits adjacent 
recalling the readymade altered present of the external 
environment of the estate.

A quasi-domestic space is created by Madeline 
Kidd’s abstracted arrangement of patterned and floral 
forms both three-dimensional and painted. Self-
declarative, her coloured sculptures are a kind of 
absurd-candied-art-deco-flourish—a puzzle of geometric 
and concentric shapes arranged on stepped-supports 
adjacent to paintings that conjur contemporaries from 
Sonia Delaunay to Diena Georgetti. Off-cuts from 
Moibiliar designs are similarly arranged in a type of 
in-situ-echo. Building block boogie-woogie and 
‘costume sculpture‘ are arranged in a set-design that 
re-stages the storeroom-come-bathroom threshold as a 
designed-domestic den.

Christopher LG Hill’s mobile-like work Harsh Wall 
finds a collection of items found, industrial and 
inter-personal, hanging from the ceiling. Like an 
oversized silent windcharm made from a poem of debris 
and couture strung together with sticky-tape still 
attached to the roll awaiting further additions and 
accidental adhesion from dust and dye. A suburban 
daisy-chain of discarded desires.

Entrances and exits
Isadora Vaughan creates her own gateway from offcuts 
from her own practice. Reflected in the title To respond, 
a movement or position of the hand, Vaughans work is 
almost monumental in scale albeit low-fi and stacked 
barely differentiating itself from the piled factory 



materials beside it. An iteration of off-cuts framed by 
colour field tarpaulins, less an echo and more of 
meandering between found factory and studio 
excesses: workshop meetings and post-industrial 
aesthetic.

Framing the factory from its rear, Helen Grogan 
highlights the escape from work through the backdoor 
in her work ACTION AND FRAME (for Woodcraft Mobiliar 
Workshop). Propped open by a lump of wood, this door 
frames blackberry bushes growing wild whilst 
perpendicular to it is a mirror—its reflection both 
calling to the exit and a framing of the factory 
workspace. The mirror itself also reflects the space in a 
way that is clearer than what we can see - framed and 
refracted by light, the clarity of the representation in 
real time can be somewhat surreal.  Across the room, a 
photograph cites the mirror’s performance; an action 
from the past, recorded the mirror is held reflecting the 
machinery behind—picturing foreground and 
background. 

Transmaterial
Dan Bell’s dome of accumulated transformable and 
re-active materials appear to create the potential for 
chemical combustion. In and of the world, they 
reproduce their own conditions albeit it hyper in colour 
and geological in form. The process of production does 
not cease here with the removal of the artists hand. As 
the title Threshold denotes, Bell’s work resists object 
hood through the ongoing changes the work itself may 
continue to make.  

Oliver Sacks is known to dive into oceans looking 
for the indigo he says he glimpsed long ago. A naturally 
occurring mined and traded hue transported along 
routes exotically named. Feelings deep enough to swim in 
is a printed-marine-themed-mass-produced scarf dyed 
dark blue. Resting on the vice clad workbenches the 
delicate yet familiar cloth reminds us of the origins of 
that which surrounds us. Farmed pine forests are pulped 
and sent to China then returned to us as Ikea furniture. 
But perhaps not here, Proto-types pre-trade. Virginia 
Overall’s scarf is like a veiled map of repeated-ready-
made-unknown-off-shore-trade destinations ready to 
be plotted.

Bodily propositions
Claire Lambe presents a series of assembled studio 
propositions-cast body parts, dismembered movements 
traced by arced steel, perspex flag poles, suspended 
forms and boxed items. This collection of abstracted 
thoughts combine in a surreal arrangement of 
sexualised-Wiener-Werkstatte-day-dreamery.  Unable 
to be pinned down by classification or ritual, the 
slippery and familiar forms elicit a giggle and beckon to 
the serrated edge tools and sand-belts they find 
themselves sitting between.

Of Small-business type production scales - Kiera 
Brew Kurec’s Clothing for Harmonic Living presents a 
configuration of grey poplin attire is almost eastern 
block chic. To live in the grey literally—between powers 
and a proposition to flatten fashion hierarchy—the 
wearers of the suits become unnamed performers in an 
omnipresent sci-fi filmic presentation. 

Kym Maxwell has assembled an exhibition of 
Fordian fashion, a range of artists whose materials 
pertain neither to a utopian proposition, nor a dystopic 
conclusion. Instead, we have an abject arrangement of 
works that dip in an out of a range of narratives and 
singular scenarios. In Proletariat Nights, Ranciere looks 
at the habits and philosophical reflections of workers 
when they leave their workplaces. Perhaps what we find 
in this book is similar to what we find here in the factory 
—out-of-hours musings between materials and 
methods, a conversation about the fabrication and 
follies of our being. The speech of the factory-cum-
gallery perhaps found in the photograph depicting what 
was once painted on the now blank blue square found 
on an exterior wall adjacent to the carpark:

Model Shape Manipulation
3D printing instant coffee.
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Written and published on the occassion of the exhibition Industrial 
Estate curated by Kym Maxwell at Mobiliare International, Reservoir, 
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Kym Maxwell: STATE OF BEING
Polyester, pins, velveteen, wig, hair curlers, clips, flag, fifteen pairs 
of family jeans, eight digital prints beneath, reo, render, ply, 
plasterboard, screws, plaster; araldite objects found one hundred 
meters from site (Kolara Rd.), large bound and dried willow and purple 
and green rope


